Bill Bowman Photography
Treelands Old Hill Wood Studham Beds LU62NE. 01582 873338 bill@hccs.co.uk
www.billbowman.co.uk
I can supply a near limitless array of packages. Here are just a few to give you an idea of what can be
offered. I encourage couples to customise and make their package individual and exclusive to them.
Couples tell what they want to end up with…..give me a budget and I suggest a couple of possible
packages. These are merely examples to give you a guideline.
Package 1. CD only. I attend from getting ready to speeches. You get 4 copies of all the images
taken on cd / memory sticks. There are two files. One is high rez for printing and the other is low
rez for Facebook or other Internet use. I supply all images online within a day of the wedding. And a
week later I supply a fully professionally bound proof book with all images numbered for ease of
viewing together with some “Thank you” cards for you to send to guests by post. Also you pick one
favourite image for a super wall print ready to hang. Plus a pre-wedding shoot once booked £650
Package 2. A4 hard back book. 80 images. Full coverage. From getting ready to speeches. All images
on line in a couple of days. A proof book and “Thank you” cards. Pick a favourite image for a large
wall print.Plus a pre wedding shoot once booked. Add £75 for a cd of all images. Add £110 for TWO
parent books 8in x 6in.
£750
Package 3. A4 hard back book. As above. With 120 images.

£850

Package 4. 35cmx25cm book . This larger book can have a FULL leather or solid metal cover. 60
images. With proofs on line within two days. A proof book. Thank you cards. And a large wall print.
Plus a pre wedding shoot once booked.
£1050
As above with 100 images £1150 120 images £1200. Add £110 for two parent books 8in x 6in
Add £75 for a cd of all images
All my books are designed by me and printed in Italy by Graphistudio. Probably the worlds best
photo-album printer. Not to be confused with the low priced books available to the general public. I
am now producing the new magnificent Digital Matte book. See it from the front page of my website
www.billbowman.co.uk.
It is often useful to have my assistant come with me. Emma is fully trained and
covers a lot of the more natural shots that happen while I am doing the more
traditional work. Also when it is bad weather or a complicated venue Emma gives
an additional set of photographs that complement what I do. Price for Emma is
negotiable

I am a full time qualified fully insured professional. If you want to book me I suggest a
consultation at my place or yours early on in your arrangements. I am very popular
and get booked up sometimes one or two years before a wedding date. So please
contact me by e mail with your wedding date so we can start the consultation process.
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